
YEAR 10 VISUAL ARTS

NOEL COUNIHAN

Due Date:  Fri 23/4 - Week 1 Assessment Name:  RESEARCH TASK 1

GRADE: Weighting:  20 %

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED:
5.7 applies their understanding of aspects of practice to critical and historical interpretations of art
5.8 uses their understanding of the function of and relationships between artist – artwork – world – audience in critical
and historical interpretations of art

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED:
Apply : Use, utilise, employ in a particular situation
Use : Utilise, employ in a particular situation
Demonstrate : Show by example

TASK DESCRIPTION:
Use a variety of sources, (internet research and book resources) to research the artwork of Noel Counihan.
Present the completed task in your Visual Arts Process Diary.

1. Build your understanding of Noel Counihan’s practice by providing a brief biography that documents his

life experiences. Use (apply) this information to show how Counihan’s life experiences influenced his

choice of subjects and his reaction to those subjects.

2. Choose one Counihan artwork that represents a social issue. Provide an image of the artwork in your

Visual Arts Process Diary. Use your understanding of Counihan’s world to give an opinion about the

effectiveness of Counihan’s representation of the issue. Refer to specific details in the artwork to support

your opinion.

Analyse the work using the structural frame to interpret the meaning of Counihan’s artwork.  Focus on

his use of materials and techniques.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST:
You will be assessed on your ability to:

1. Write a biography of approx. 300 words which connects Counihan’s life experiences to his artworks

2. Give your opinion on how effective Counihan has been in communicating a social issue in his work.

Write approx. 300 words focusing on Counihan’s use of elements such as line, shape, size, tone, texture

and direction to communicate meaning. Use appropriate art vocabulary.

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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MARKING GUIDELINES

Guideline 1.
Mark/Grade

An outstanding biography of Counihan’s life experiences used to show how this influenced his subject
matter.
Student includes important dates, events, beliefs and global issues affecting the artist’s choice of subject
matter.

A

A good biography of Counihan’s life experiences used to show how this influenced his subject matter.

Student includes some important dates, events, beliefs or global issues affecting the artist’s choice of
subject matter.

B

A sound biography of Counihan’s life experiences used to show some influence on his subject matter.
Student includes some important dates and events affecting the artist’s choice of subject matter. C

A basic biography of Counihan’s life experiences used to show a basic relationship to the artist’s subject
matter.
Student includes few important dates and events showing some effect on the artist’s choice of subject
matter

D

A limited biography of Counihan’s life experiences not used to show a relationship to the artist’s subject
matter.
Student includes few important dates and /or events.

E

Guideline 2.

An outstanding identification and full description of the issue is used to develop a deeply considered
opinion about representation of the issue.
Opinion is supported by highly relevant evidence from the chosen artwork. A highly detailed analysis of
the elements of line, shape, size, tone, direction in the material and techniques used to create meaning
in the artwork.

A

A good identification and substantial description of the issue is used to develop a considered opinion
about representation of the issue.
Opinion is supported by relevant evidence from the chosen artwork. An analysis of the elements of line,
shape, size, tone, direction in the material and techniques used to create meaning in the artwork.

B

A sound description of the issue is used to develop a relevant opinion about representation of the
issue.
Opinion is supported by some evidence from the chosen artwork. An analysis of some of the elements of
line, shape, size, tone, direction in the material and techniques used to create meaning in the artwork.

C

A basic description of the issue is used to develop a superficial opinion about representation of the
issue.
Opinion is supported by little evidence from the chosen artwork. Description of some of the elements of
line, shape, size, tone, direction in the material and techniques with superficial connection to meaning in
the artwork.

D

A limited description of the issue is used to develop an opinion unrelated to the work.
No evidence from the chosen artwork is used. Limited description of some of the elements of line, shape,
size, tone, direction.

E

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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